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Pinpointing the reason you wake up with dark
circles each morning is like trying to understand
quantum physics: it's complicated. That's because
there are many variables that can cast those
shadows under your eyes, the biggest culprit
https://news.yahoo.com/8-fast-fixes-dark-under-204848569.html
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there are a handful of eye creams and in-office
treatments that give raccoon eyes a temporary
boost. Some are even easy lifestyle hacks that
won't cost you a penny. To see how you can
brighten up your undereye circles in a flash, just
keep reading.
Black tea bags - Tea of any kind reduces
inflammation and helps decongest the sinus

This De-Puffing Eye Balm Reduces Bags and
Circles So Well, Shoppers Say Nothing Else
Compares
Real Simple

area (which can be a dark circle factor). Heavily
caffeinated tea is also a vasoconstrictor, so it
shrinks the veins that are visible through your
skin.
Sleeping upright - You can slightly reduce the
appearance of shadows by de-puffing the area.
To do so, add an extra pillow under your head
at night to elevate and drain any excess fluid.
Gentle massage - Everyone recommends
cucumbers for puffy, dark eyes, but gently
massaging the area (with the help of oil or

Look At Mama Bear Reaction To Her Baby
Rescuer
Ad • History Chronicle

School districts, TEA and courts all dealing
with COVID differently
KTRK – Houston

lotion) is another spa trick that can work
wonders temporarily. Just use a gentle circular
motion around your eyes, moving from your

3 Stocks That Can Run Circles Around
Dogecoin Over the Next 5 Years
Motley Fool

under eyes up past your nose and then back
around.
Filler injections - If your pigmentation is caused
by thin skin sitting on top of purplish muscle
and blood vessels (and you're looking for a
longer-lasting solution), adding a layer of
hyaluronic acid filler between the skin and the

USDC to Be Backed 100% by Cash, US
Treasurys
CoinDesk

Baby Girl Names That Standout From the
Crowd
Ad • FamilyMinded

muscle will cushion the color so it's less visible.
"You're just adding a layer that creates a nicer
reflection of light off the face and some
illumination," board-certified dermatologist and
dermatologic surgeon Ellen Marmur, MD,

Circle: USDC to Be Backed 100% by Cash, US
Treasurys by September
CoinDesk

previously told POPSUGAR. Likewise, if the
https://news.yahoo.com/8-fast-fixes-dark-under-204848569.html
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wonders at de-puffing. An easy alternative to
slapping ice cubes on your delicate eye area? A
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small spoon stored in the freezer.
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Hydration - Dark circles look much more
pronounced when your skin is dried out, both
because it makes your skin look even thinner
and because it highlights the texture. Use a
hyaluronic acid-packed serum or cream, and
instead of rubbing it in, let it sit for 10 or 15

THE WALKING DEAD’s Lauren Cohan Says
Maggie Is Having a ‘Dark Night of the Soul’
Moment
Nerdist

minutes to give the skin an extra boost.
Arnica - This herb is known for helping with
bruising and muscle soreness because it

How has COVID-19 changed the way you view
your job?
MarketWatch

reduces inflammation and ups circulation, both
of which help flush out retained water and low-

3 Harsh Social Security Realities You Need to

oxygen blood that give eyes a bruised, puffy

Face

look.
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Raw potato - If your dark circles are from

Brand-New Trader Joe's Products We Love

pigmentation, not visible veins or thin skin,

Ad • POPSUGAR

using raw potato on them is a great way to
temporarily lighten up. Potatoes contain an
enzyme called catecholase that, when exposed
to air, oxidizes into a benzoquinone derivative,
a gentler relative of common skin lightener
hydroquinone.
Related: The Holy Grail Skin-Care Tips You Need to
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